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INTRODUCTION 
Building custom e-Research solutions does not scale. To solve data management for all researchers in 
Australia, we need to decrease the cost of deployment tenfold or more[1]. This presentation describes a four-
stage general strategy for efficiently spreading e-Research tools, and focuses on two stages that deserve more 
attention. We draw on examples of image-based research data management platforms in neuroimaging, 
materials science, and structural biology. 

THE STRATEGY 
Any strategy to bring low-cost e-Research solutions to a large number of researchers must begin with building 
experimental systems in domains for which no good solutions already exist. This process may be slow to bear 
fruit: perhaps the domain is infertile, the software is developed in a way that is difficult to extend and 
generalise, or an effective partnership between developers and researchers is not established. The process 
must end with low-cost roll-outs of a versatile, mature product to many researchers in a variety of related 
fields. Between these two stages we propose two more useful steps: productionising and productifying. 

 
Figure 1: A conceptual illustration of the four stages. 

PRODUCTIONISING 
Typcally, when an e-Research system has been built and deployed, it continues to be maintained by the e-
Research team. This is problematic: it continues to consume limited e-Research resources, it is not running on 
production-quality hardware and system stacks, and it fails to take advantage of mature application support 
processes and procedures provided by ITS. Perhaps more importantly, it continues to sit on the institution’s 
periphery, neglected by comparison with “core” ITS systems such as student management systems, finance, 
and HR. An emerging model is a lower tier of “research-quality” systems: these are more flexible and less 
locked-down, and consequently tolerate slightly lower uptimes. 
 
Handing responsibility for day-to-day running of an e-Research system to ITS has these benefits, and is also a 
valuable step towards productification. The crucial ingredients are: an identified Application Support person 
from ITS; a document outlining the division of maintenance and support responsibilities between ITS and e-
Research; and a procedure for managing future updates. 
 
We proposed this recipe for productionising an e-Research system, based on the experience of deploying 
MicroTardis[2] (a data management platform for microscopy images) at RMIT: 

1. Quickly obtain any VM, perhaps from the Nectar Research Cloud. This is your demonstrator. 
2. From ITS, request development, test and production VMs. Allow generous timeframes. 
3. With ITS, establish a model whereby they will support some or all of the system in the future. 
4. Deploy your code to your demonstrator. Document your steps. Use remote configuration management 

technologies such as Puppet[3], Chef[4], or Fabric[5] to simplify the process. 
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5. Use your documentation to repeat the process on the development VM. This ensures the 
documentation is correct. 

6. The application support ITS person follows your directions on the production VM, ending up with a 
working system. The e-Research team does not have access to this VM. 

PRODUCTIFYING 
An e-Research product is software that stands on its own, with its own website, branding, user and developer 
communities. It sells itself, promoting its benefits (rather than features), and is easy to obtain with potentially 
four models of access: managed hosting (paying a state agency, for example); unmanaged hosting (such as on 
the Nectar Research Cloud); downloadable virtual machine image; downloadable binaries or source code. 
While software is of interest to developers, a product can communicate directly with researchers and 
department heads.  
 
A well-conceived product website also has these benefits: it unites developers; it provides a single reference 
point for users and potential users; it mimics the feel of less specialised software; and it communicates the 
future direction of the product, reducing uncertainty and confusion. We consider as examples XNAT[6] 
(neuroimaging data platform) and HubZero[7] (physical simulation e-learning and research platform).  
 

Table 1: Summary of the major differences between a system and a product. 
 

An e-Research system An e-Research product 

Customised to one group Is customisable 

Has a wiki, focused on current users and support staff Has a website focused on potential users 

Can be redeployed by the technical lead Can be deployed by anyone 

Has knowledgeable support staff Has knowledge documented and captured in other 
forms such as scripts 

Supported by the e-Research group that developed it Can be supported by other e-Research groups 

Technical decisions made ad-hoc Technical decisions made by steering committee 

Can be sold to others with a product demonstration  Can be fully evaluated with minimal contact 

 
We are currently in the process of productifying the MyTardis[8] data management platform. This process 
consists of collaboratively creating a product website, simplifying technical requirements for obtaining the 
product, forming a product steering group, and publishing a strategic direction. We intend to reflect on the 
outcome of this process in the presentation. 

CONCLUSION 
We hope that this model will provide useful language and concepts for those planning and working on e-
Research projects in each of the four stages. It may also assist funding agencies and other organisations 
making strategic investments in e-Research. 
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